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in the wake of the events of the closing credits, deadpool ponders what to do with russell. deadpool takes russell to the headmaster and tells him to take the bullets for himself. meanwhile, cable travels back in time and goes to the past, where he comes across his estranged son, john. cable tries to warn john that he is destined to die, but he is too late and is killed by other students who were there to kill cable.
cable attempts to stop deadpool, but is overpowered by the masked vigilante. cable is then shot by wade and the duo dies. deadpool reflects on his life and what he has done while drinking scotch, which he is able to do because of his new body. vanessas father is then shown, stating that their marriage is over. deadpool then proposes to vanessa and they kiss, which causes russell to die in his arms. deadpool is
then shown being congratulated by both his allies and enemies for stopping russell. with the future restored, cable is shown as a student at the academy, where he teaches wade about time travel. deadpool asks cable to get the time-traveling device from his father for him so he can save russell, as well as avenge cable by killing the villainous r.n.s. (whose face is revealed in a cut-away shot, much to the comic

book fans delight). when wade and russell return from the future, cable is shown going to the past to save his son. cable and wade meet john and cable tries to warn him about being destined to die. the pair is interrupted by r.n.s. who stabs cable in the gut. cable returns to the future with wade and vanessa. at this point, wade is shown revealing that he was involved in the assassination of russell. wade then
tells deadpool that he only came back to the future because he is attracted to vanessa and because the one thing he learned about the future is that vanessa is always sad. wade then tells deadpool that he got them to bring russell back to stop a prophecy that foretells the death of cable, so that they can be together.
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hey, if its funny, people will look at it. and i knew, as soon as i walked in the room. it was the first time i was in a room with the russo brothers.
because i knew, you know, i couldnt go into the room, i couldnt talk to them about deadpool. you know, i had to sit there and wait for them to
come in and see what the deal was. and they were pretty cool about it. but they were genuinely excited. they were excited for me. and they
were excited for the project. and they really, really, really, really, really wanted to be a part of it. and that was, that was a really cool thing

about them. they wanted to be involved in it. and it was very, very, very important to me. it was the first time i met with christopher evans and
steve mc-gregor, who were the producers and they were both very, very enthusiastic. i felt i could tell them, you know, i think we can do

something here. and theres a lot of potential and i think this is a special movie. brett ratner: you know, the funny thing is, the characters in
this movie, theyre just so full of life. theyre so full of attitude and, you know, its a whole lot of fun to play. and i, i, i, i love the [ripley]

character. i love the character. theyre just a lot of fun, you know, but theyre like real human beings, like the people we know and love. its
really, really, really fun. and its really great to bring these characters to life. theyve got an energy that you really, really, really want to

embrace, you know. its, its, its, its, its, its awesome. so i was there for a couple of years, and then, well, as the industry changed, it became
clear that the business was really going to be about television. in fact, it was going to be more about television than about movies. so i left,

and then i went to run the cable division for hbo, which had been a real success in the music business. and what i wanted to do was figure out
how to come up with, again, television programming that was of value to people. and i still had all that contact with the music world. so i made

a deal with warner brothers, which owned the music rights to the rolling stones, the doors, led zeppelin, the rolling stones, all these music
properties. i said, if you let me develop programming for television, i will hire away all these people and youll make a fortune. and they said,
ok. so i told them about these shows that i thought would work. and it was one of the most fascinating experiences of my life, when i saw on
the screen, all of those bands. when i saw iggy and the stooges and the kinks on television and when i saw the rolling stones and the doors
and led zeppelin. and i said to myself, this has never happened before in the history of television. and it was so great. and i said, well, what

can i do now to help people like this? and so i decided to go to columbia, and i got into this business and i was the president of columbia for a
couple of years and then i was the ceo for a number of years and then i became the chairman. and i learned a lot about running a company.

and so that was just one of those interesting experiences. 5ec8ef588b
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